Terms and Conditions
Organizer
MC GmbH, Egelseestraße 109, 96050 Bamberg is organizer (named “VA” in following text) of the TattooExpo-Nuremberg

Registration

The Registration for participation occurs under application and transmittal of the application form,
which has to be completely filled out and signed (mandatory). Cancelation and/or
modifications/supplements of the default text are forbidden and legally void. A competitor exclusion can’t
be demanded nor agreed upon.

Conclusion of contract
The contract will be activated by written confirmation and transmission of the invoice to the participant
(named “TN” in following text).

Cancellation, transfer and variation of event term

Unexpected occurrences which could disturb the scheduled activity and could not be avoided by the VA,
qualify the VA to
–
–
–

Cancel the event before opening
Transfer the event temporally/locally
Shorten the event

Changes of the room proportions and/or police or regulatory authority obligations allow the VA to transfer
or change the platform/space of the TN. This change will then be part of the contract.

Conditions of payment
By sending the mandatory registration, the space rate will be charged. The amount (see invoice) is due for
payment with a fixed deadline. In cases of non-timely reception of the space rate the VA is allowed to cancel
the contract without notice.

Termination
The VA is authorized to quit the contract abnormally when
1.The TN gave wrong data/information
2. Offers include not announced or not approved merchandise
3. The TN hasn’t finished space settings before opening
4. The space rate isn’t paid on time
5.The TN gave his contract rights to thirds
The VA is then liberated from his liability as the organizer. The TN is in debt of the full booth rate.

Cancellation of contract
The cancellation/dismissal has to be in written form.
Dismissals coming in after 4 weeks before opening or TN doesn´t show up no refund claim at all.

Publication of names
By signing the registration the TN allows the VA the publication of the TN’s name and where required more
data and their storage.

Under-exhibitor, with-exhibitor, abandonment of the stand towards thirds

The TN is not allowed to sublet parts or the complete assigned location or leave it to thirds without written
permission of the VA.

Establishment of the stand
The TN is committed to finish booth setting and slashing in between the appointed times.
He is also bound to fill and manage the booth during the specified times.
The cleaning of the entire length of the booth falls to the TN also.
The VA is authorized to check if the exhibitor is appropriately using the booth’s size, products and services.
If non-specified products or services are offered or carried out, the VA is authorized to cancel the contract
without notice and to clear the stand on the cost of TN.
The TN is in charge of compliance of all his products- and service offers effective guidelines and laws.
Any contempt allows the VA to get the stand cleared on cost of TN.

Administration and authorities

It is expressly pointed to the legal provisions to combat black labor, the hygiene regulations and to the tax
and commercial law regulations of federal, the free state of Bavaria and the city of Nuremberg.
The TN knows that different authorities as youth welfare office, tax authorities, customs, police, health
official and regulatory agency, registered and unregistered, as well as recognizable and hidden controls can
and will be made.

Exhibitor ribbons

Each booth will be given a fixed number of ribbons, the participant has to wear those during the course of
the event. These are non-transferable and may not be sold. In doing so, the immediate exclusion of the
participant from the further running of the event will follow. The booth is vacated on cost of TN.

Guarding

The VA generally accepts the guarding of ground and hall. The booth security and supervision is generally
business of the exhibitor, even during the build-up and booth removal times. For nighttime valuable objects
must be locked.

Liability

The VA disclaims all liability for damages and consequential damages on the exhibit- and booth equipment.
The VA gives no warranty for a particular success, as well as the profit and revenue expected from the
participant.

Limitation
Claims of the TN towards the VA expire after 6 months, beginning after the end of the event and that is
when the claim arose and the TN gained knowledge of the circumstances giving rise thereto or could have
without gross negligence.

Hygiene regulations
The exhibitor agrees to work for the latest version of the hygiene regulations and to have those with him at
the stand.

Photo, film, sound

Commercial photography and filming on the event ground is only allowed by people approved by the VA.
The VA has the right to photograph and film. TN occurs all rights to his VA, which result from photographing and filming of his booth, his person, employees, customers, goods and services.
It doesn’t require further approval for use of images, sound and film created as part of the event by
authorized persons.

GEMA

It is prohibited to the TN to offer fee-entertainment – especially music – at the booths.

Serving and sale of food and semiluxury

It is prohibited to the TN to give neither paid or unpaid drinks and food to the visitors.

Place of performance and jurisdiction

The place of performance and jurisdiction is Nuremberg. The only law applicable is of the one of the Federal
Republic of Germany.

Other
Subsidiary agreements are only binding when presented in writing and been confirmed by the organizer.

Severability clause
Should a determination of these Terms and Conditions be invalid, the validity of the remaining provisions
shall not be affected.
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